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The downwind transport and distribution of atmospheric pol-
lutants from a isolated source over land or water has become 
an important environmental factor in today's society. The need 
to understand the distribution of smoke, unpleasant or poten-
tially harmful foreign gases and perhaps radioactive debris 
from a nuclear power plant accident are becoming more and more 
essential for industrial operations and construction planning. 
The dispersion of such atmospheric pollutants is commonly 
modeled by a standard Guassian plume model which computes one-
hour average plume characteristics. 
The Meteorology Section of the Risø National Laboratory, 
Roskilde, Denmark, has recently developed a puff model for 
prediction and simulation of atmospheric pollutant diffusion. 
The model considers individual puffs of pollutants with specific 
release rates that are advected by a horizontally homogeneous 
wind over a grid. The wind input may be either the measured 
wind from a single point, a spatial average or a wind simulation. 
The model simulates the instantaneous plume characteristics by 
adding a group of puffs, growing in size, as they advect with 
the wind. A Gaussian plume model, on the other hand, provides 
a time averaged concentration pattern based on a single time 
average wind vector. In the puff model, the plume advects with 
a time series of actual wind data. Thus, the puff model is able 
to predict time varying concentration distributions in actual 
changing wind conditions, making it an appropriate tool for 
dynamical computations of downwind dispersions of pollutants. 
A basic comparison of a puff model simulation and a typical 
plume is illustrated in Fig. 1. Looking from above, the instan-
taneous behaviour of a plume being advected from a source by 
the wind is shown. The outer cone-shaped contours represent the 
outer limit of the plume boundary and are identical in both 
Pigs. 1 (A) and (B). 
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Pig. 1. Instantaneous behaviour of typical plume and a series 
of puffs from a puff model. 
Fig. 1(A) shows an instantaneous depiction of an actual plume. 
The long-term average plume concentration is shown on the extreme 
right as a smooth curve with a maximum on the central axis. Also 
shown is the instantaneous plume concentration considered reali-
stic but is of such a short time scale that it cannot be predicted 
or easily measured. 
The puff model prediction is depicted in Fig. 1(B). The circles 
show the boundaries of individual puffs of pollutants released 
from the source. These puffs are advected and diffused downwind 
by a frequently updated wind. The long term average concentration 
prediction of the puff model is expected to be identical to the 
long term concentration of Fig. 1(A). The short term average 
pollutant prediction, a Gaussian curve shown on the extreme right, 
is not completely realistic but is a reasonable approximation to 
the instantaneous plume concentration profile. 
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2. RISØ PUFF MODEL 
2.1 General characteristics 
The Risø puff model is a three-dimensional computer model used 
for the prediction and/or simulation of the diffusion and 
advection of atmospheric pollutants. The puff model technique 
is to simulate a plume with Gaussian shaped puffs with specified 
release rates within a specified grid. The initial size of the 
puffs is normally one meter in diameter although this can be 
easily adjusted. The amount of material in a puff is the release 
rate times the elapsed time between puffs. Therefore, a long 
elapsed time between puff releases results in a higher initial 
puff pollutant concentration than a short time interval. This 
should not normally be of concern if an adequate balance is 
maintained between grid size, advection speed and puff release 
The location of the puffs on the grid is determined by computing 
their movement for a finite time step using a measured wind 
field. The growth and buoyancy of the puffs are computed from 
simultaneous specifications of atmospheric turbulence intensity 
and stability and from buoyant heat flux at the source. An in-
version cap through which pollutants cannot pass and the source 
height where pollutants are released are variable and can easily 
be adjusted. Grid distances within the model may vary from meters 
to kilometers and time durations from seconds to hours are possible. 
This puff model has the capability of monitoring a maximum of 
twenty-five sources of puffs and its grid may contain up to 
100 puffs. A puff source can be located anywhere on the grid 
and have a unique release rate, start and stop of release time, 
and heat production. When the center of a puff moves outside the 
boundaries of the grid (either horizontally or vertically), that 
particular puff is dropped from memory. In this way the model 
does not store irrelevant puff information, thus keeping computer 
memory requirements to a minimum. 
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A variable to control the amount of reflection/absorption of the 
pollutant by the surface is easily adjusted in the puff »odel. 
Such a paraater is of great value both in actual dispersion pro-
blems and also for gaining understandings of the plume/surface 
relationship. 
The Bodel calculates the concentration at each grid point by 
sunning the contributions fro« surrounding puffs for each 
advection step. The grid concentrations can be allowed to accumu-
late or siaply be updated with the latest instantaneous value. A 
minimum grid concentration of interest can be set to reduce 
computer run time by dropping concentrations too swall to be of 
interest. 
The output of the model contains periodic results of puff loca-
tions and concentrations as well as initial input verification. 
The time interval for the periodic results is adjusted by the 
input data. This recurrent lineprinter output contains: 
•X-Y plane plots showing the position of the sources 
and of puffs inside the grid, 
•X-Z plane plots of puff positions for evaluating plume 
rise for each vertical level of interest, and 
•a table listing of the grid point concentrations 
for each level. 
A computer drawn contour of the magnitudes of the pollutant 
concentrations is also available. 
When considering distance between gridpoints (delta X,Y,Z), 
only spatial resolution and computer resources need be 
considered, calculated concentrations accuracy is not related 
to the grid-point separation. To ensure that no essential 
information on individual puffs is "hidden" between grid points, 
the grid separation should be adjusted dependent upon the size 
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of the puffs at the downwind distance of interest. Other spe-
cific model configuration considerations are described in the 
following sections. They are also discussed in more detail in 
the aodel behaviour chapter. 
2.2. Wind field 
Once a puff is released, it is advected based upon wind data 
measurements at a single point only, normally the release point. 
This limits the validity of the model to situations where the 
wind field and turbulence can be assumed to be horizontally 
homogeneous throughout the grid. It is therefore important to 
ensure that the data obtained from such a single point measure-
ment is representative of the wind structure for the whole area 
of interest. 
The wind data are normally obtained in the form of a horizontal 
velocity time series. A vector sequence is formed by averaging 
over a convenient interval. These data are read into the model 
after being segregated into turbulence classes as discussed in 
the next section. 
2.3 Turbulence intensity and diffusion 
The growth/diffusion of a puff depends upon the turbulence 
intensity. To accoaunt for this growth, the puff model applies 
the theory for relative diffusion suggested by Smith and Hay 
(1961). 
The turbulence intensity is defined to be the standard deviation 
of the wind direction (in radians) squared. These standard devia-
tion values are collected for the same short time periods as the 
wind speed measurements used to advect the puffs. Therefore, the 
intensity of the turbulence which governs the relative diffusion 
of the puffs, can be adjusted along with the advecting wind speed 
after each time step, if the stability conditions changes. 
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A very low value of turbulence intensity represents a ssail 
standarad deviation, normally a stable atmosphere and a weak 
puff dispersion/diffusion. As the atmosphere becomes more 
unstable, the turbulence intensity increases along with an 
increase of theurind direction standard deviations and plume 
dispersion/diffusion. Mhile these characteristics are resentative 
of turbulence over land, they can be applied to over water 
cases in a broad sense. 
2.4 Plume rise 
In the vertical direction, puff-rise can be accounted for by 
Briggs (1970) plume rise theory. In this case buoyancy is 
assumed to be conserved (adiabatic motion), and pressure forces, 
molecular viscosity and local density changes are considered 
small and are neglected. The rate at which a puff rises as it 
is advected downwind is a function of the buoyancy flux, wind 
speed, puff distance travelled and stability of the atmosphere. 
Plume rise is considered separately for each indvidual puff. 
2.5 Reflection 
The interaction of the pollutant with the surface is adjustable 
and can be easily changed in the ii..?ut data. Total reflection 
or absorption or a fraction between the two can be used. 
2.6 Limit of mixing depth 
The effect of an atmospheric lid (inversion) can be applied in 
the model to limit the vertical movement of the pollutant. The 
model does not permit the plume to rise above this cap. When a 
mixing level is in effect, it acts to totally reflec the pollu-
tant in the same manner as total reflection at the surface. 
This mixing cap also acts as an inversion limiting the vertical 
diffusion of a non-buoyant puff. 
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APPENDIX A 
Major Sections of the puff model 
The Risø puff model code has previously been described 
Nikkelsen, T. (1979). The code also is well documented with 
comment statements. With that information and the outline to 
be provided in this and the following appendices, the computa-
tional and input/output procedures will be obvious. 
The program and input data are stored on cards for the sake 
of permanency. For efficient operational execution, the 
program and input data cards are read on a disk within the 
computer. The model can then be run at will without reference 
to the original data cards. Minor changes can easeily be made 
directly on the disk both to the model and/or data before each 
execution. 
The model can be separated into the following main sections: 




e) Error diagnostics 
f) Subroutines 
These will be described separately in the following sections. 
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A. Input data section 
The input data includes the variables shown in Table IV. 
Table IV 
Input Data Variables for the Puff Dispersion Model 
Wind History Potential Temperatrre Gradient 
Turbulence Intensity Buoyant Heat Plux 
Grid Dimensions Minimum Concentration of Interest 
Mixing Depth Reflection at Ground Level 
Source Locations, Start/Stop Time, Strength, Heat Emission, 
Number of Seconds between Advection Steps 
Number of Secoands between Printouts/Plots 
Number of Seconds between Puff Releases 
The wind field and stability class for the current time step are 
read at the start of the calculation section. 
The variables listed above are printed as input data check and 
a permanent record to accompany the actual output. In most 
cases the print command can be overridden by YES/NO options. 
B. Initial section 
Based upon the input data from section (A), the initial section 
specifies and initializes parameters to b*> used in the calcu-
lating section and is passed only once during execution of the 
model. The grid and some counters are initialized. Constants 
relating to reflectance, mixing depth and stability as well as 
those controlling the size of some of the loops within the model 
are established. Parameters such as number of puff releases per 
second, number of advection steps per second and number of ad-
vectionb steps per puff release are determined. 
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C. Calculation section 
Using current wind and stability class data read at the start 
of the calculation section, the model advects the puff centers 
and calculates the growth rate and plume rise of the puffs. It 
removes the puffs that have left the grid (horizontally and/or 
vertically). The predicted concentration is computed at the 
grid points to include pollutants from all nearby puffs. 
D. Output section 
For time intervals designated by the input data, printer plots 
of the X-Y and Y-Z grid are produced. A maximum mixing level 
is marked on the Y-Z grid if in effect. 
These plots include the source location and a trace of the 
plume from the release time t the maptime. Also printed at 
this interval is a X-Y table of grid concentrations for each 
vertical level of interest. These concentrations can be either 
accumulated or actual concentrations at the plot time. 
Added to the puff model is a versatic plotter routine to smooth 
and contour the grid magnitude concentrations of the above 
tables. 
E. Error Diagnostic section 
If the model is directed by the input data beyond the limits of 
the design of the program, the program is terminated by way of 
the ereror diagnostic section. It prints comments relating to 




The subroutine "Sigris" calculates the puff size in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions. It also estimates plume rise 
associated with pollutant buoyancy. 
The subroutines "Ispace" and "Rspace" are used in the frame-
work of the printer plots. 
The subroutine "Plout" converts the plume concentrations to a 
logarithmic values, smoothes and then contours them using Risø 
inhouse contour subroutines. The values are converted to their 
logarithm values so that the problem of contouring over many 
orders of magnitude is simplified.2A 
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APPENDIX B 
PUFF MODEL FLOW CHART 
INPUT 
SECTION 
BEAD - data input variables (primary, source, 
intensity, current stability); averaging 
timestep (tav) for wind data 
INITIAL SECTION I Initialize constants I 
BEAD 6 STORE all wind speed and direction 
for current intensity class 
CALCULATION 
SECTION 
next wind vector 
I RECALL fran storage one wind vector for next tav] 
™xfr Ariwgfcion step 




^ .<Z. tav, 
-no-
A OUTPUT SECTION Z advection 


































Minimum grid concentration of interest 
DELZ — Distance in meters between grid points 
Allows the concentration matrix to accumulate 
Potential temperature gradient (K/m) (.6E. 0) 
Individual source heat emission (KWatt) 
Number of columns in grid (.LE. 10) 
Instantaneous concentration matrix 
Start time 
Number of rows in grid 
Number of vertical levels in grid (includes surface) 
Number of seconds between printer plots 
Number of seconds to stop of release 
Number of sources (.LE. 25) 
Integer number of seconds between advection steps 
Reflection at ground level (0. none; 1.0 total) 
Number to identify source 
Strength for individual source (g/s) 
Individual stource stop time (s) 
Individual source start time (s) 
Integer number of seconds between puff releases 
Angle of rotation of wind direction 
X coordinate of source in grid units 
Y coordinate of source in grid units 
Limited mixing depth (m) 
/ / EXEC PGM*IEBGENER APPENDIX 0 
//SYSPRINT DD DUMMY å F " " o t * ° 
/ /SYS1N DD DUMMY 
^s^I^.Sg^yMlKsyig^fOi^SJBWiWIHi^ LISTIBG or purr HOOEI COBPUIEH CODE 
// 
SUT2 D ^yNIT«SYSDA,D|SP-<NEW»PASS)t 
DC 8*iRICFM-FB,LRECL-80.BLKSIZE-64001 |PACE«f T R K , I I a i l tOSN-(FT02 
WIND DATA SEPT 29 81 
810929 1630 #1800« 
/D 
• 085*0%. 7« 085*04.8 
/) EXEC FRTXCLGN.NAME~CONRECQC 
//FORT.SYSPRINT 00 OUMMY 
//FORT.SYSIN DD * 
CFILF 3 < K } N D * D ! S K » T 1 T L E * « S T A B D A « • F I L E T 
PUF 
»»ME* 





THIS MICR001FFUS10N PROGRAM REPRESENTS THE STATE-QF- PU00190 
THE-ART CONCERNING THE DEVELOPMENT OF A NUMERIC DIFFUSION »^QOfOO 
MODEL FOR OBSCURATION SMOKE. I RISO, MET. SEC. SEPT 19781 UFOOZl 
THE PROGRAM IS DOCUMENTED BY HEAVY USE OF COMMENT STATEMENTS. PUFQ PI 
H E i W I P W 6!! «Si5ttbA¥lEgiEisTHfr,,?SsSft8iUSufSaRE' »s " * i o ! t o 




1»SPEED. C0NSTltDEL2 PUF( INTEGER T A U . P f l l N T ^ G L E . X S B . X L B . Y S ^ Y L B ^ B i U B . n N T . X I N T P F . Y L l N E PUFC 
llZMG.ZINTPF.WlNDAVtTOTTlM.SUMPUF.SOURNRfTPUFFSlåsi.XlNTIlOOl PUF00380 
INTEGER XS0URC(25),YS0URCI25I, STRTRLI251, STOPPH25) UF00390 
LOGICAL LINE.COINCOiNOMXDP.GRRFLX PUF00410 
DIMENSION STRING«1051.HORFRMI1051 .VERFRMC1051,HRFRMZ(1051,VRFRMZi1PUF00420 
105)«VERPLS(105),VRPLSZU05) .PARENTI1051.NBUFITj,SBUFi7T PUF00430 




DIMENSION TlTLEI18J f WINDTX|18JtPUFFTXI16j f INTSfXt18) .STABTXl18) DIMENSION PT ABEL (2 5 ,100 , 7 1 , SHI FT! 100 ,71 , C H I < 5 0 , 5 0 , l 6 J 
DIMENSION ABC(10)vSOURST<25)tCPLOTtl0v17)fSOHTI25) 
REAL DATAU4)«TYPEU4)tINTENS 
DATA NO/«NO«/• BLANK/« « / , A / « A « / . B / « B « / .C/»C V i D / ' D ' / . E / « E« / 
OATA PUNK/« . • / fASTER/«*« / .ANFO/ l«« / ,SLASH/• / • /»DOSE/ 1 DOSE«/ 
DATA AA/«#«/ 
; * * * * * INPUT DATA SECT ION»** * * * * * * * * *»* * * * * * * *^«>« , * *»*»»«>**»»* *«>*»* * * *«>* * *PUF 


















* * * * * t t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * M * + M > * * * 4 4 « * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * P U F Q 0 6 0 0 
INPUT OATA FROM DATA FILE PRIMDATA I PUF00640 
PRIMARY DATA FOR PUFF MODEL 
READ PRIMDA.CARD NO. 1» 
READ«1,10) ITIME.NRELSE.NSTEPS.ICOLS.JROWS.KP. ANS.NTADV 
READ PFlMOA.CARD NO. 2 : 
READI1.20) MAPTIM.TAU.TURN 
READ PRIMDA.TITLE STRINGS R i A 0 l l , 3 0 r TITLE 
READ PRIMOA.CARO NO. 4 - 5 : 
8ÉAT MtUftSU6°U!'8!U •CHEH,N'REFLEC 
RE AD U , 501 ABC<5)(ABCf6),ABC(7).ABCU).ABC<9) 











FORMATllH , iBA4) 
40 FtlRMATC " " ~" §0 FORMAT! F0RMAT(6X,3lHKEY PARAMETER 
200 F0RMAT(6XJ13H1TIME 
3001FORMATI6X.13HIC0LS 
1* . 1 5 ) 
400 FORMATI6X.1 
l» . 1 5 ) 3HNTADV 
S FOR CURRENT RUNt) 
•I5.6X.13HNRELSE » 


















FORNAT<6X,6HOELX « .F10.2,6X,8HDELY - , F 1 0 . 2 , 6X, 8HDELZ 
F0RMAT<6X,8tiCHEMIN »,E10.*,6X,8HREFLEC «,F10.5,6X,13HTURN 
S K I P P I N G LINE PRINTING OF PRIMOATA IF SPECIFIED 
IFIABCfSI «EQ. NO I GO TO 751 








W R . 
WRT 





8 0 0 
BIO 
8 2 0 
i. 
6 , 1 
9» 
' 6 t 
TE 6 , 
TE 6 t T _ TÉ(6 ,1 ) 
WRITEI6.300) 
WRITE 6 t l l 
»iff utr 
WRITE<6,600) DELX,DELY,DELZ 










F0RMATU8H man SOURCEOATA 
ncAU rurru«TA,Ti 
REAOI4,800) ABCl . 
mp'tamt mm 
tFU8CI3 j .NE .AA.0R .AC 
NUMBER OF ACT WE SQJRCES t , U ) 
REAO PUFFOATAiTITLESTRING 
^TX :FTX 
„.._ _. MULT ISOURCESiNRMULT 
RÉA0I4,800) A8C(3)iNRMULT,ABC(4) 
WRITE(6,8001 AeCt3),NRMULT,ABC(4) 
. . .. . ,A8C(4).NE.AA) GO TO 
REAO INO!VIDUAL SOURCEOATAi 
8920 
SETTING FRAMEOATAS 
MFX - ICOLS 
MSX * 1 
MFY * JROWS 
MSY * 1 
MFZ * KPLANS 
(M) SMALL-X, (Ml FULL-X, ETC. 
PUF00960 





























BOTTOM OF FRAME » YBB 
YBB « YSB 
ZSB - MSZ 
ZLB » MFZ 
YLB-NFY-l 
YLL«YLB • 0 . 1 
00 850 I * l.NRMULT 
RiAOU.8101 SOURNR.X 
2ST0PRLI I I t | 0UR 
ISTING I NO 1VI DUAL SOURC 
- .9 







" 1 6 , 1 1 





l I GO TO FOR SOUR 
YSOURCjI l tSTRTRLUI , 









PUF I W.. 
mm 
>GT.XLB.OR.XSOURCU) 
»8) GO TO 9000 
910 E . C O O R P , N A T | S i s B - O R - V S o j R C < n 
























N « 1 
N1«BL 
N> * BL 




DO 916 I « 
DO 915 NN * 
915 HORFRMINNI' 






00 916 NN * NY3,NY4 
HORFRMINNI« SN4 
VERFRM|1Q*MFX • 31 















OUTPRINTING CURRENT SOURCE POSITION(S) IN GRID PICTURE 
SKIP PLOT OF SOURCE POSITIONS IF SPECIFIED IN »RIMDA 
1FIABCU) " " I  .EQ. NO ) GO TO 999 
IF1ICOLS.GT. 10} GO TO 995 
660 FORNATdH .49X.33H CURRENT SOURCE DATA AS SPECIFIED. /50X.27H IN 
1URCE OATA INPUT F I L E : . / ) 
865 FORMATUH0i50X. •SOURCES ARI 
l /55X»«STf " • 
2,»SOURCE 
/5 ,»START TIME (SEC)«. /55X,»STOP TINE < S E C P , / 5 5 X , STRENGTH* »/55X»«BUOYANT HEAT F L U X - « ' - ' 




870 FORMAT 12H0 .16H Y COORDINAT 
10INTS/2X.16H THE GRID POI NT 
FORMAT(2H0 ,16H V COORDINAT 
v POINT 871 . JRM T2H0" .. 10INTS/2X.16H 
H X COORDINATE 
H 2 COORDINATE 
OF THE GRIO PPUF02050 















l»5X,2H • , : 
>X, t05Al ) (tlH||105A3 
) . 
A I .— , . . _ _ . _ . . . . _ .
• l l i . 5 l  t f iOfJAl) 
r u n n m u n r , 19X, 105 A l l 
FORMAT(1H ,17X,1H| |105A1/1H , 1 7 X , l H .105A1) 
FORMAT U H * , 1 7 X , l H | , 1 0 5 A l ! 
W R I T E ^ , ^ ) HORFRM 
WRtTE<6.913) VERFRM.VERFRM 







MAXMf * MAX - I 
WRITE(6.910) MAXMI 




DO 932 J 
VERPLS 

























00 934 J » 1«NRMULT 














?0 940 J-l.NRNULT FI MAX-1 . N E . YSQURCU) ) GO TO 940 
M R l T E t 6 x 9 i 4 ] VERFRN 









00 930 J>1«NRNULT 
IF INAX-1 . N E . YSOURCIJ) 
CALL R! 
I GO TO 930 







1 I T E J 6 , 
IITEI6« 
CONTINUE 
FORMAT(53H SOURCE OATA PLOT SUPPRESSED BECAUSE"ICOLS"EXCEEDS 10) 
WRITE 16.990 I 
CONTINUE 
DEFINE STABILITY AND INTENSITY CLASSES 
INPUT FROM INTENSITY - DATA: INTSDA 
M A T I I H O . 46H IN THE CURRENT RUN« THE STABILI 
ssvHsE?2i8 inntm ttit»*«k»jH » 


























TY-CLASSES ARE*/41HPUF w-fflli 




















URI TE16,9601 (INTENS 
:<4I .NE.AA) GO TO 6890 . 
801 
AA) 
OUTPRINTING CURRENT INTENSITY CLASSES! 












END OF INTENSITY DATA SECTION. 
INPUT FRON STABILITY DATALSTABOA 
INGi 




READ STABOAiTITLESTR  
HWMlEHifnTUL
K^B'i^ll^B oF MIXING ° E p T H < ZH (HET 
CURRENT STABI 











.NE. 0.1 GO TO 8680 
CU BILITY-DAT AI 
RENT RUNtTHE POTENTIAL TEMPERATURE/21H 



























*« *4* * * * * * * * * * + * * » » * » » » * * * * » * * » + * « * « * « * * * * « * * * 




ITHIS PART OF THE PROGRM IS ONLV PASSEO ONCE.) 
ITV SPECIFICATIONS GIVEN tV JlNOOAMl NRSTAt 
jimjij* 
«88 i: i., 
tJtRi - o 
run aiAøiLi 










NUMBER OF PUFF RELEASES PER SEC: TAUINVERS. 
TAUINV * 1.0/ FLOAT!TAU) 
NUMBER OF AOVECTION STEPS PER SEC.: AOSTPS. 
ADSTPS * 1.0/ FLOAT!NTAQV) 
BASIC DOSE PER PUFFM GRAM/SEC. )*TAU » GRAM/PJFF. 
BAOOPP * 1*TAU 
NUMBER OF BASIC AOVECTION STEPS IINTEGER NUMBER) PER PUFF RELEASE 
NADPRP * TAU/NTAOV 
NUMBER OF BASIC AOVECTION STEPS (INTEGER NUMBER) PER UINOFIELOSP. 
NADPRW* WINDÅV/NTAOV 
TOTAL RUNTIME COUNTER: TOTTIM. 
TOTTIM *0 
















C*****CALCULATION SECTION*********************** C**********^********$*************************** 
C 
C READING STABILITY CLASS AND WINDDATA FROM INPUTF1LE: 
1135 READ ( 2 . 1 1 3 0 ) ( TYPEU)»DATAI I ) , I • 1*14) 
'
TV«?A5A t !§T i f i FOR PLUMERISE: 
» G/T*<DTHf TE/DZ) STABPA * .033*DTDZ 
i8Bi38WNÉHsrøf$Té88s!fHH " • « « » » f <* N U " s ° * *• «» 
CONST1 * 0 .6667 * 1 . 6 * * 1 . 5 
IF MIXING DEPTH IS NOT SPECIFI ED.SET NOMXOP • .TRUE. 
IFCZN .EQ. 0 . ) NOMXDP * .TRUE. 
IF REFLECTANCE AT GROUND LEVEL IS SPECIFIED, SET GRRFLX « 
1FIREFLEC .GT. 0 . ) GRRFLX • .TRUE. 
MIXING OEPTH IN GRID-UNITS: 2MG 
JHHlffffNlBttfltf Bf?IH6lsiéNii?S S R , ° ' 
































BACKSPACE 2 IFITYPEtl l .EQ.ANFO) READI2. 1 1 3 1 H N B U F I I ) , SBUFU) , I - l , 7 J 




TYPEt j .  
IF(TYPEIl ) .EQ.SLASH) READ<2,1130) 
F 0 R M A T < 7 < i x . I 4 . 1 X f F 4 . l f f 
LOOP THRU WlNODATA At SPECIFIED TIMESTEPS 
I • I 
IFITYPEC1KNE.SLASH)G0 TO 1150 
MRS TAB » NRSTAB • 1 
COUNTING NUMBER OF WINDDATA SPECIFICATIONS! 
I WD ASP * 0 
READING STABILITY CATEGORY FROM WINOOATA: 
CLASS *DATACll 
IFICLASS.EQ. A 












g-M- A . °
 8930
i MAT(53H PROGRAM STOPPEO ORDINARILY FM WINDDtTA SPECIFICATION) 
WRITE<6,1) 
WRITE<6 ,U4 l ) NRSTAB,POINT 
FORMAT(4H*THE,13,38H. STABILITY SPECIFICATION ILASS IS NO.,11) 
GO TO 1135 
INPUT STRUCTURE TEST: 







GO TO 1175 
» IWOASP 
WINGDATA; • 1 j i = a * i i / 2 
UÉ-NBUFIJ I ) 
D«SBUF<Jl) 
IF(TYPEm.NE.BLANK.0R.TYPE1I + l).NE.BLANK) 
READ NEW OATA IN LINE 1135 
GO TO 1135 
1NDATA PART OF PROGRAM TERMINATED. 
CONTINUE 
CURRENT WINDOATA PRESENT. 
OUTPRINTING CURRENT WlNODATA: 
WRITEC6,11611 IWDASP ,ANGLE, SPEEO 











































RENAMING MINO AVERAGING TINElWINDAV AS TAVl 
TAV * WlNDAV 
1161 FORMAT<4H THE. 14,49H UINOOATASET I N THE CURRENT STAB.CLASS I 
U E > t I 4 , 8 H ,SPEE0* ( F4 . i J 
LOOP THRU BASIC AOVECTION STEPS WITH CURRENT HI NO FIELD 
DO 5000 NN-ltNAOPRW 
1NG" OF CONCENTRATION MATRIX » CHI 
12SS 
JUMPING OVER "ZERO-SETTIN  I 
"DOSE MODE* IS SPECIFIED IN PRIMDA. 
IF IABCI8 I .EQ. DOSE ) GO TO 1256 
00 1255 IG» l t 
CHIUGtJGtKGI 
00 1255 IG- l t ICOLS 
__ ._ j « 0 H S 
KPLANS 






















TESTING IF RELEASE CONDITIONS ARE FULFILLED 
IFIMODfTOTTIMtTAUT . N E . 01 GO TO 1250 
LOOP THRU MULTIPLE SOURCES 
DO 1250 12 - l.NRMULT 
INOIVIOUAL RELEASE CONTROL AS SPECIFIEO IN SOURCE OATAl 
IF j<T0TTIM.LT.STRTRLi I2Ji .OR. ITOTTIM.GT.STQPRL(12)1) GO TO 1250 
TOTAL NUMBER RELEASED FROM SOURCE!12)* TPUFFSII2)* 
TPUFFSU2I » TPUFFSII2) • I 
SHIFTING PUFF TABLE ONE POSITION TO THE RIGHT I NO THEREBY 




























1209 DO 1210 K - 1.7 
1210 PTABELfI2tL.K| « 
TO 8900 
I «NE. O) GO TO 1204 
SHIFTIL iKI 
INSERTING NEW PUFF DATA IN PUFF TABLE AT J - 1 
SPECIFIED SOURCE STRENGTH*SEC. 
S0URSTU2) * TAU 
POSITIONS 
i n j c n i i n o new r u r r V M I M i n rwi 
BiftUilllt'liTlEWWM 
HIIIKVllftHfM SOURSTU*. 
LOADING IN INITIAL.SOURCE ( 
PT A BEL (J 2 , 1 , 3 1 * XSOURCTU) 
PTABELf i2 t l t4 i - VS0URC(I2) 





AOVECTION OF ALL PUFF CENTERS 
P t f f CENTERS IN GRID UNITS < HORUONr ALL Y) 





mm AVELED DISTANCE BY THE PUFFS IN 
NG CURRENT BASIC ADVECTIQN STEP J OMS 
- SQRTUDGX*0ELX)**2 • <DGY*DELYI**2) 
METERS 
1260 
00 UOO 12 » It NRNULT 









.... SUBROUTINE "SIGRIS" ,THEREBY ADOING DEVIATION INCREMENT 





































hiii:i:ii; put«« imv 
L « 1 2 , J , 7 ) i SIGMAZ IN METERS 
CALL SlGRlS<PTABELU2«J t 5)»PTABEL<I2fJt6} v PTABELU2tJt7P 
IWWK«l«*.»'liklttIi5?3.irai!5JI.WiWH?lfi.5?ii • ZMG 
l - POSITIONS I N GRIDUNiTSS PTBL5 
PTBL5 * PTABEL( I2 tJ t5 ) 
TESTING AND REMOVING PUFFS WHICH HAVE LEFT THE GRID: 
IF(PT8L3.GT.XS&.ANp.PTBL3.LT.XLB.AND.PT8L4.GT.V8B.AND.PTBL4.LE.YL 
1 L . A N O . P T B L 5 . C T . Z L B T GO TO 1290 
tHK'.fEUF. i 
I F I P T A B E L U 2 t J ^ l i l l «EQ. 0) GO TO 1265 
REMOVING PUFF BORN AT SOURCE 12 WHICH IS NOT THE LONGEST LIVING! 
LEFT JUSTIFICATION OF OLDER PUFFS* 
269 DO 12?V 4 
1 
1 70 SHIFTIJJtK) 
J * JJ • 1 
Fl PTABEL f t 
H l F T U J t l l 
i l 7 
« PT ABEL(!2tJJtK) 
2 t J J , U . N E . 0) 
* 0 
GO TO 1269 












DO 1275 JJ * J.NY7 
DO 1275 K « l , 7 
PTABEL( I2 ,JJ ,K| » : SHIFTIJJ+ltKJ 
RETURNING TO INCREMENTAL PART WITHOUT INCREASE IN JJ 
GO TO 1260 
REMOVING.LONGEST LIVING PUFF FROM SOURCE«12 Ix 
2 6 5
 CONTINUING SITH NEXT SOURCE 
GO TO 1300 
290 P' _ 
PTAB 
0 1   
I ^ C I N G NEW 
TABEL I 2 , J , 3 ) 
B§L<I2,Jf4> 
PUFF POSITION IN PUFF TABLE 
» PTBL3 
» PTBL4 



















































RENAMING ESSENTIAL PARAMETERS* 
GMA VALUES IN METERS« 
P T A B f L < i i « < M i PTABELUStJ«?) GMXY [GMZ 
CALCULATING MAXIMUM CONCENTRATII 
TPUFF-CHI-CENTERJ , I N DINENSIOI 
CONSTANT : < 2 * P H I ) * * < 3 / 2 ) 
jrøléXM 
i  
CONST « 13.7496 
ON 
m 
IN EACH PUFF CENTER 
GRAM/M**3 I 
PCHCEN QI/(C0NST*SIGMZ*S1GMXY**2) 
SKIPPING SUMMATION SECTION I F CONCENTRATION IS TOO LOM 
IFIPCHCEN.LT.CHEMIN) GO TO 1500 
CALCULATING MAXIMUM RADIUS OF INTEREST FOR EAC-I PUFF I 
MAXIMUM PUFF RADIUS IN METERS S 
PFRMXY - SI GMXV * SQRT<-2.*AL0G<CHEMIN/PCHCEN)) 
PFRMZ * PFRMXY*SIGNZ/SIGMXY 
X-DI RECTI ON: 
PUFRGX * PFRMXY/OELX 
PUFftGV • PFRMXY/DELY 
Z-DIRECTION: 
PUFRGZ * PFRMZ/OELZ 
DETERMINING START AND STOP GRID POINTS FOR ACCUMULATION OF 










































































UPPER LIMIT IN CASE OF SPECIFIED MIXING DEPTWZM 
I M i H M r ø K m « ! 4åT?S2i$8S- *H6 r I !TOM •*** 
CALCULATE CONTRIBUTIONS TO SURROUNDING GRIDPOINTS 
PRELIMINAR CALCULATIONS* 
SIGMAS IN GRIOUNITS* 
SIGGX * SIGNXY/DELX 
SIGGV - SIGMXV/DELY 
SIGGZ * SIGMZ /DELZ 
PUF06940 




sir ~ GGY^ajjj-ij I6GZ2 * iSIGGZ**2 







? < i l 2 * E péHCENfSEFLEC*EXPIUG*PTBL5l* *2 /S IGGZ2 
HiUt0. ttAHBIM"0" 
PCHI1 « PCHCEN * XP(ZG2NE< 
IFIGRRFLX) PCHI1 * PCHIl • PCHCEN 
IF(NOMXOP) GO TO 1295 
IFICPTBL5tPUFRGZ) . L T . ZMG1 GO TO 1295 
ZG2NX « IKG*PTBL5-2*ZMG1*»2 
PCHI1 - PCHI1 • PCHCEN*|xPfZG2MX/SIGGZ2l 
L295 00 1500 IG * ISTRTX,ISTOPX 
XG2 « <IG-PTBL31**2 . „ „ 
DO 15 00 JG « ISTRTYtlSTOPY 
YG2 * 4JG-PTBL4T**2 
INDIVIDUAL PUFFS CONTRIBUTION « PCHI,GRAM/M»*3 
PCHI » PCHU * EXP4XG2/SIGGX2 • YG2SSIGGY2I 
IF (PC Hl . L T . CHEMINI GO TO 1500 
ACCUMULATING I N GRIOPOINTS: _ _ . 
C H K I G + l , JG + l . K G + l l - CH I< IG*1 V JG*lfKG+lJ • PC i I 
.500 CONTINUE 
ENO OF CONCENTRATION CALCULATIONS 
ADVANCE IN PUFF TABLE <J) DURING BASIC ADVECTI3N STEP 















I F ( P T A B E L t l 2 9 J , l ) .NE . 01 GO TO 1260 £U£QZ*7Q 
1300 CONTINUE PUF 074 80 
C END OF ADVECTION SECTION PUFQI49Q 
?U> 
> * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * M * M * * * * * * * * * * * « * * * * O T * * * * * * * * * * * » * * * * * * * * * * » * * P U L ; * * * * * * * « * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * QUTPRINT SECTION * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * P U F 
SECTION FOR OUTPRINTING PUFF POSITIONS IN GRID. 
SKIPPING PUFF POSITION PLOT IF SPECIFIED! 
TQTJIM TRUNCATED TO INTEGER NUMBERS ITOTIM. 
IAPTIM} .NE. 0 | GO TO 1600 
FORMATtfHO,30X,• 
C SUMMING UP ALL PUFFS RELEASEO* SUMPUF 
SUMPUF « O 
DO 1329 NPUF * l.NRMULT 
1329 SUMPUF * SUMPUF • TPUFFSINPUF) 
WR!JI!6tl301| jjjiii H?10» IT0TIM 
W R l T i l 6 t l 3 2 0 ) SUMP UF, LEA VE 
WRITEJ6,lT 
WRlTE(6, l» 
IFI ICOLS . G T . 101 GO TO 1595 
WRITEJ6,8701 I 12 ,12 « XSB.XLB) Ssliii;il2i 
1310 g U 0,30X,«PLOT OF CURRENT PUFF POSITIONS' , 1 6 , 
6*SEC AFTER START OF RELEASE.•I 1320 FORMAT«lHO.SpX,«TOTALLY«,16.»PUFFS HAVE BEEN RELEASED A N 0 * , I 6 , 
*«PUFF| HAVE LEFT THE GRID.«! 
1325 FORMATI1H+,24X,105AU PUF07700 
1326 FORMAT!1H ,17X,1H|.I05A1) PUF07710 
132? FORMAT]IH • I11,5X;?H *,I05A1) PUF07720 
1328 FORMATC1H*.25X,105A1I PUF07730 
P 
..... ._ J HORFRM 
MRlTEC6t913) VERFRMtVERFRN 









IF ( 1YINT .NE. YLINE) .OR. t lDECl .NE. 01 I 
j?NW>Si<lEef.rv3:!ix;,,få,i,??*x,Nm 1336
 M&K-i&ta""C0,NC0 • •raue* 
GO TO 1338 
STRING«XINTPF • 1) • SN1 
GO TO 1335 
C 
1338 IF IY INT . N E . YLINEI GO TO 1335 
C PRINTING PUFF POSITIONS BETWEEN Y-GRIO LINES: 
XINTPF * PTABELTl I tJ .sT * 10 • .5 
MAX • JROMS - 1 
OUTER LOOP THRU INTEGER V-VALUES« 
NY8-MAX+1 
00 1350 NY9-1,NY8 
dK-iSS*,-nål««. «»Pts fp rø 
C PLOTTING SOURCE POSITIONS PUF08030 
fUé, i J !H t ' \NfS»C , , ;; | , 00 TO 1330 MIS 
C NUMBER OF SOURCES IN MAINLINES Kl PAJ^ OaOTQ 
c i tL 1SPAC|lXS0URCIJ)tJI PUF08090 
C SOURCE POSITIONS IN EACH MAINLINE« XINTIK1) mm 
_. 
DO 1345 NYlO« l , iO 
C PRIMTING • • » IN G^lpFRAME IF X-P0SIT10N OF PUF= NOT COINCIDE 
C WITH ONE OF THE SOURCE POSITIONS 


















> t l 3 2 5 | STRING 
fi * i'tt' 
CONTINUE 
ICE IN LINE COUNTER" XINTfKK) »SOUR 
49 KK 




F PUFF POSITION PLOT. 
S s ^ T f A S * * * * » H 0 R M " 
WRITEJ6,87 
»Ml4!1! 
HENTS REFER TO THE EQUI-
D ABOVE. 
I S M 
1410 
1411 
00 1418 IHFZ 
KfiffiP: i 
TR1NG CONTAINING HORIZONTAL GRID FRAHE 
105 





















ftlUiSif-»AKWlfllCUI) GO TO 1430 
EoNTlRil l 
WRITING NUMBER OF SOURCES IN EACH Y-GRIDLINEl MH SOURCE«Si 
|Wn3I!S!miii*iiÉa!iii*MFM| 
ILLUSTRATING MIXING OlPTH IN V-Z FR/ 
IFIZNG.GT.O) W R l f e U . 1 3 2 8 ) PARENT 
00 1440 I I - ltNRMULT 
tAME« 
\\ 
NTPF » PTAgEK 
"1NG( mm
rr FVH • SNl 
14! 
10 • • 5 
1440 CONTINUE 


















c SKIPPING CONCENTRATION PRINTING IF 
IF IABC191•EQ« NO I GO TO 1600 SPECIFIED IN PRIMOA. 
PUF09360 
IS 10 FORMAT<IHQi*9X.37H PRINT OF CURRENT GRID CONCENTRATIONS,/50X 
l 5 2 0 l F 0 R H i ? y i H 0 , < 9 X , 3 l H £ R I KONCENTRATION I N THE PLANE«t/51X,3HZ »F6 .2 
i l 2 5 H M I ' P R ABOVE THE SURFACE«I 
FORMATCIIl.J 1 5 2 5 RMAT« 8X.10E10.2) 
ITOTIM 
LOOP THRU ALL I LEVELS 
DO 1550 
OENKM 
mi W R l 
mi 






N*CONcåNTRÅTION TAB LE I 
»71520)  
fallL ilSå" 
iO  * itJROW 
• JRCWS - JC 
»'I!tt"^M«ife ,CHI , IC•JC, , 'x, 
liii BUM røåltølIC'JCllKCI 
1560 CONTINUE 
t IC « MSXtMFX) 
KC IS THE NO. OF LEVELS PRINTED.«.HERE CONTROLS WHICH 
LEVELS ARE CONTOURED. 
1550 é o N T f S u f 0 - 1 * C A L L ^ H I C P L O T . 1 0 , 1 7 1 
GO TO 1600 
1590 FORMATI95H PUFF POSITION PLOT AN0GR10 
I E SUPPRESSED BECAUSE AICOLS» EXCEED 10. 
1595 WRITE(6 t 1590) ? 




























PUF 09 7 7( 






8 END OF OUTPRINT SECTION. 
5000 gJo^F^SoVECTlON
 S T E P S 0 u i U N S CURRENT NINO FIELO SPECIFICATION 
f * 




OUTPUT DIAGNOSTICS I 
1000. FORMATOTH X ANO/OR Y COORDINATES OF SOURCE NR« ,I5,i2H IS OFF GRIOPUF 
ERROR IN SECOND MINODA CARDiMISSING OR WRONG PL PUF 
PUF 
STEP, 
1005 F0RMATI72H FORMAT 
IACED i-CARACTERl) 






' ERROR IN Ittttl PUFF OA-C ARD: MISSING OR 
_. ._ (16H MISMATCH IN T H E i I 5 , 2 2 H . SOURCE SPECIFICATION! PUF 
1045 FORMATll2H SOURCE N R l . I 5 , 7 2 H HAS MORE THN 100 CONTRIBUTING PUFFS PUF 
U N THE GRIO.TAU MUST BE INCREASED.Y „ PUF 




1050 172  I 













6 0 : T Q 9 4 *AJF 
< 6 i l 0 6 5 ) 
8910 WRI 
W k i i c l o i i u 
GO TO 9999 













« - • ««*U l 
0294 NRSTAG 
191 MlNOAViNTAOV 






FOR 2-COOROINATES OF PUFF Si HEIGHT t GRIO UNITSIN) I H6N 
COMMON HEATFXI29J« 12,DNS,POINT,1NTSNSUM,STABPA,PBJPLX 
: \W x mm i m 
IM1NT 
TH 
CALCULATING PLUME-RISE INCREMENTS 
C FI i BUOYANT FLUX FRO?* SOURCE I 
8 AFTER BRIGGSi F • 8.9 < M**4/SEC**3> • Q < MWATT 
C HEATFXI12) UNITS ARE KW 
C 
FI * 8 . 9 * O.OOl * HEATFXU2) 
IF(STABPA.LE.O.O) GO TO 2501 
C MAXIMUM PLUME LIFT IN STABLE ATMOSPHERE»HSMAX. 
HSMAXG * 2 . 9 * I F l / I U N N * S T A B P A > ) * * < l . / i ) / DELZ 
2501 CONTINUE 
C 
C CALCULATING PLUME HEIGHT AFTER FILFILLEO AOVECTION STEP 
I /HGNI /MOELZ *UNN)**1 .5 ) *DMS 







SUBROUTINE ISPACEI ITENFT,INR> 
C THE SUBROUTINE NISPACEM MAKES VARIABLE TABULATING POSSIBLE 
C IN CONNECTION WITH FRAMEPLOTS. i ITENFT: NUMBER OF TEN SPACEStTHE FIGURE IN QUESTION HAS TO 
C BE MOVED RIGHTMOST. 
C 





20 FORMAT!iH* t29X,16 30 FORMAT UH+,39X , 
40 FORMAT<iH*,49X, 
50 FORMAT«1H+;59X, 




100 FORMAT(lH*t l09Xt16) 
<1H+; , I6 j H > « 6 9 X , ] 6 
U H + , 7 9 X . I 6 
IF I ITENFT.NE.01 GO TO 1 
WRlTEt6,10) INR 
RETURN 
IF t ITENFT.NE.il GO TO 2 
WRITE(6t20) 1NR 
i f rrt:NFT.NE.2J GO TO 3 
UR TE(6»30) INR 
RE' URN 
IF 2TENFT.NE.3i GO TO 4 
GO TO 5 
WRITE C6, 401 INI 
RETURN 







W R ! T E C 6 » 8 0 I INR 
RETURN 
8 IF j ITENFT .NE.8 l 
MRITEf6v90) INR 
GO TO 7 
GO TO 8 





.NE.9I GO TO 1000 
BBIT|£6ti00l INR 
SUBROUTINE DRAM <A,M,N> 
WIS !K889BIiNlN8°815SfS8RTEgETSI,W?Niii(»J:i.ONS T 
DIMENSION A(N,NI 
C A IS THE ARRAY TO BE SMOOTHED AND CONTOURED 
C H fN I S THE DIMENSION OF ARRAY A 
C DO 1553 J O l t N 
JJC-N-JC 
ft!2ffi)]E»:IJi. .ic-i« 
A U C J C l l - M l C t J C l W l . E l 
AUC, JC l i -0 .0 
ii!!mfeiM-«c,JCl , , ,c* l ,H ' 
00 100 I-2.MMI 








1559 ( A U f J I t l - l f l O l 
Tl3l«V20#<TEMP*3.*TENPl*AII,J«-lll 
300 CONTINUE 
CALL \'MH SET I . l , . 3 j , . 2 , . 5 8 t O . t l . t O . t l . t l ) 
LL PERINI9«0«16tO) A PE LL FP 6 TURN 
& 
C 
å ^ . RAME 
O 
SUBROUTINE RSPACE4ITENFT.RNRJ 
IgJiciuSS8u f«fe , t»lGj»Mé8lre u R , , O S E F0R R6AL " • " » " • *s tES. 
RNR : REAL NUMBER TO BE PRINTED. 
10 FORMAT C l H i - t l 9 X t F 6 . i l 
20 FORNATj lH+t29X,F6 .n 30 FORMAT!lH* i39XiF6. f I 40 FORMAT(IH+,49X,F6.U 
y FORMAT« FORNAT lH*,59X,F6.1 LH*,69X,F6. 
H*,79X,F6. 
.H»,89X,F6. FORHAT<tH*,99X,F6. 
70 FORMAT, 80 FORHAK 
8 
100 FORMAT! I H * , I 0 9 X t F 6 . i l 
IFIITENFT.NE.O) WRITE«6,10) RNR 60 TO 1 
R 
WR 






WdA 60 TO 
TO 
60 TO 
60 TO 5 
jKilZKItfW 
iP VT2NFT.NE.6» 
UR TE(6t?0) RNR 
RETURN 
1 F U T E N F T . N E . 8 I 6 0 TO 9 
W R J T E ( 6 , 9 0 I RNR 
SiwKuriaG0 T0 , o o ° 
60 TO 6 
60 TO 7 
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